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Abstract
Natural Language Inference (NLI) is fundamental to many
Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications including
semantic search and question answering. The NLI prob-
lem has gained significant attention due to the release of
large scale, challenging datasets. Present approaches to the
problem largely focus on learning-based methods that use
only textual information in order to classify whether a given
premise entails, contradicts, or is neutral with respect to a
given hypothesis. Surprisingly, the use of methods based on
structured knowledge – a central topic in artificial intelligence
– has not received much attention vis-a-vis the NLI problem.
While there are many open knowledge bases that contain var-
ious types of reasoning information, their use for NLI has not
been well explored. To address this, we present a combina-
tion of techniques that harness external knowledge to improve
performance on the NLI problem in the science questions do-
main. We present the results of applying our techniques on
text, graph, and text-and-graph based models; and discuss the
implications of using external knowledge to solve the NLI
problem. Our model achieves close to state-of-the-art perfor-
mance for NLI on the SciTail science questions dataset.
1 Introduction
Natural Language Inference (NLI) – also known as textual
entailment – is a fundamental task in Natural Language
Understanding (NLU) (MacCartney and Manning 2009).
Progress on the NLI problem has been shown to improve
performance on important tasks that require NLU, includ-
ing semantic search, question answering, and text sum-
marization. In accordance with this, multiple large-scale
datasets for NLI have been released (Bowman et al. 2015;
Khot, Sabharwal, and Clark 2018; Williams, Nangia, and
Bowman 2018), and the task has garnered significant atten-
tion from the NLP community (Parikh et al. 2016; Zhao,
Huang, and Ma 2016; Khot, Sabharwal, and Clark 2018;
Yin, Roth, and Schu¨tze 2018; Chen et al. 2018).
The main goal in the NLI problem is to determine whether
a given natural language hypothesis h can be inferred from
a natural language premise p. NLI is often cast as a clas-
sification problem: given two sentences – hypothesis and
premise – the problem lies in classifying the relationship
between them into one of three classes: ‘entailment’, ‘con-
tradiction’, or ‘neutral’. In this paper, we restrict our focus
in solving the NLI problem to the “entailment” class, as it
is the most salient to down-stream tasks such as question
answering (Khot, Sabharwal, and Clark 2018); we group
the other two options into the “neutral” class. Specifically,
we develop a framework that accurately assesses whether a
given premise entails a given hypothesis using background
knowledge provided by external sources including Word-
Net (Miller 1995), ConceptNet (Speer, Chin, and Havasi
2017), and DBPedia (Auer et al. 2007).
Usable inference and reasoning methods have been a cen-
tral contribution of artificial intelligence research. Specifi-
cally, reasoning methods and the knowledge bases that sup-
port them have played an important role in addressing for-
mal reasoning tasks. Our own previous work (Boratko et al.
2018) associates the QA task with the reasoning and knowl-
edge types required to answer various types of science exam
questions. While the introduction of large datasets for NLI
has led to it being cast as a classification problem, the po-
tential of pre-existing knowledge has been only minimally
explored (Chen et al. 2018; Marelli et al. 2014). This knowl-
edge may manifest itself in various forms: as facts consist-
ing of entities and their relationships; as lexical knowledge
about the synonyms of entities; or as common-sense con-
cepts and relationships between them. Exploiting additional
knowledge from different knowledge graphs may well aid
attempts to solve the NLI problem.
Figure 1 shows an example of a subgraph that can be de-
rived from ConceptNet based on the concepts mentioned in a
given premise and hypothesis1. This subgraph includes con-
nections between the concepts mentioned in the premise and
the hypothesis, via concepts available in ConceptNet. Such
subgraphs, enhances the concepts mentioned in the text with
additional information and hence can improve the perfor-
mance of learning-based systems (Kapanipathi et al. 2014;
Bouchoucha, He, and Nie 2013), particularly for NLI.
1Example based on the SNLI dataset (Bowman et al. 2015).
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Figure 1: Example of a subgraph from ConceptNet for a given
premise p and a hypothesis h. Edges represent the existence of a
relationship between concepts; nodes (concepts) with a gray back-
ground are those not mentioned explicitly in either p or h.
Contributions. In this paper, we introduce the ConSeqNet
framework, which enables the use of various kinds of ex-
ternal knowledge bases to retrieve knowledge relevant to
a given NLI instance, by retrieving information related to
the premise and hypothesis. We describe our novel architec-
ture and demonstrate its use with a specific external knowl-
edge source – ConceptNet – and evaluate its performance on
two other sources, WordNet and DBpedia. We compare the
performance of three distinct approaches to augmenting the
knowledge used to train for and to predict entailment rela-
tionships between given pairs of premises and hypotheses:
graph-only, text-only, and text-and-graph. Using both qual-
itative and quantitative results, we demonstrate that intro-
ducing graph-based features boosts performance on the NLI
problem, but only when text features are present as well. Our
system has a competitive performance (accuracy) of 85.2%
on the SciTail entailment dataset, which is derived from sci-
ence domain question answering datasets.
2 Background and Related Work
We consider prior work in the areas of both the Natural Lan-
guage Inference, and Knowledge Graphs2; as well as work
at their intersection.
2.1 Natural Language Inference
Recently, the NLI task has gained significant attention due to
the release of multiple crowd-sourced, large-scale datasets
that can be used to train neural network classifiers (Parikh
et al. 2016; Zhao, Huang, and Ma 2016; Khot, Sabharwal,
and Clark 2018; Chen et al. 2018; Yin, Roth, and Schu¨tze
2018). In particular, the SNLI (Bowman et al. 2015) dataset
has been a major catalyst of research on NLI facilitating
learning-based approaches by providing a sufficient number
2We use External Knowledge and Knowledge Graphs inter-
changeably in this paper.
of training examples for data-intensive learning algorithms.
The Multi Genre NLI corpus (MultiNLI) (Williams, Nangia,
and Bowman 2018) is an effort to address the limitations of
SNLI. The dataset focuses on domain adaptation by intro-
ducing genre labels for each sentence pair. SciTail (Khot,
Sabharwal, and Clark 2018), derived from science domain
multiple choice question datasets (Welbl, Liu, and Gardner
2017; Clark et al. 2016), has the focus on the down-stream
task of standardized-test question-answering.
Neural networks with an encoder-attention-classifier ar-
chitecture are commonly used for NLI tasks (Bowman et
al. 2015; Wang, Hamza, and Florian 2017; Khot, Sabhar-
wal, and Clark 2018). To encode the premise and hypothe-
sis, most methods use RNNs, which are used for many NLP
tasks. Bowman et al. (2015) used LSTMs to learn sentence
representations for premise and hypothesis separately, con-
catenating them for classification. Rockta¨schel et al. (2015)
introduced a word-by-word attention model that learns con-
ditional encodings of premise and hypothesis for textual en-
tailment. The match-LSTM model (Wang and Jiang 2015)
extended the model presented by Rockta¨schel et al. (2015) to
address the limitation of a single vector representation of the
premise for learning attention weights. The next step in this
direction was the multi-perspective matching mechanism in-
troduced by Wang, Hamza, and Florian (2017). Most of
these text-based models differ from each other in their atten-
tion mechanisms. While the above-mentioned approaches
used word-by-word attention mechanisms, Yin, Roth, and
Schu¨tze (2018) has explored inter-sentence interactions for
textual entailment on the SciTail dataset; however, other NLI
datasets were not used for evaluation. Recently, Glockner,
Shwartz, and Goldberg (2018) exposed the simplicity of the
existing neural network models by showing that they do not
perform well on a new test-set that has significantly lesser
overlap between the premise and hypothesis. The best per-
forming model on this test set is Chen et al. (2018) which
harnesses WordNet as external knowledge; providing added
motivation to explore external knowledge sources for NLI.
2.2 External Knowledge (Knowledge Graphs)
Most openly available external knowledge sources are in the
form of graphs, commonly known as Knowledge Graphs
(KG). Some of the well known KGs include Freebase,
DBpedia, Yago, and ConceptNet. A KG is defined as
a set of concepts connected by relationships where the
concepts form the nodes of the graph and the relationships
are the labeled edges. A fact such as “Barack Obama is
the spouse of Michelle Obama” is represented in a KG
(for example on DBpedia) as dbr:Barack Obama
dbo:spouse dbr:Michelle Obama, where
dbr:Barack Obama and dbr:Michelle Obama
are nodes and dbo:spouse is a labeled edge.
KGs have been used extensively in Information Re-
trieval (Bouchoucha, Liu, and Nie 2014), Recommendation
Systems (Lalithsena et al. 2017; Kapanipathi et al. 2014) and
Question Answering (Sun et al. 2018). The prominent con-
cern when using KGs is the availability of relevant knowl-
edge, both in terms of applicability to the task setting and
to the domain/topic of interest. This is closely related to
the way in which these knowledge graphs are created. For
instance, DBpedia is a generic knowledge base with infor-
mation extracted from Wikipedia infoboxes; these contain
facts such as (Barack Obama, spouseof, Michelle Obama).
By contrast, ConceptNet (Liu and Singh 2004) consists of
common-sense knowledge acquired through crowd sourc-
ing. While DBpedia is well suited for entity-based tasks such
as movie recommendation and entity disambiguation, Con-
ceptNet may be more appropriate if common sense reason-
ing is required. WordNet is a lexical database offering syn-
onyms, hypernyms, hyponyms, and antonyms. In this work,
we experiment with DBpedia, ConceptNet, and WordNet.
2.3 Knowledge Graphs and NLI
Few prior approaches have exploited syntactic structures in
the form of graphs for textual entailment (Zhao, Huang,
and Ma 2016; Khot, Sabharwal, and Clark 2018). How-
ever, the graph structures used in these models do not come
from external knowledge sources and are not used to en-
hance the textual content of either the premise or hypothe-
sis. One work which closely relates to the objective of the
paper, i.e., enhancing the model with external knowledge
is Chen et al. (2018). This work harnesses WordNet as the
external knowledge for NLI. WordNet, however, is a lexi-
cal database restricted to a small number of linguistic re-
lationships among terms. Furthermore, Chen et al. (2018)
uses only four relationships to generate five features based
on WordNet. In our work, including WordNet, we explore
more expressive KGs such as DBpedia and ConceptNet.
Also, the most important difference is the way we use KGs:
our method enriches the texts (as graphs) and builds a match-
ing model over the enriched texts for textual entailment. An-
other interesting alternative direction for using KGs such as
WordNet for NLI is presented by Kang et al. (2018). The
approach generates adversarial examples for robust training
of NLI systems, but this improves performance only during
limited supervision.
3 Approach
In this section, we present the architecture of our system
called ConSeqNet, and the approach underlying it. Fig-
ure 2 depicts the framework of ConSeqNet – the system
can use both textual as well as structured information from
KGs to assist in determining textual entailment. The frame-
work can be clearly divided into two parts: (a) a text based
model that takes in as input the premise and hypothesis
text; and (2) a graph based model whose input is specific
knowledge derived from the knowledge base using the given
premise and hypothesis.
3.1 Text Based Model
Most models developed for NLI have relied on the text of
the given premise and hypothesis, without the aid of any ex-
ternal knowledge. These models follow an encode-attend-
classify framework. First, the premise and hypothesis are
encoded using recurrent neural networks (RNNs). Next, an
attention layer is implemented on top of the encoders. The fi-
nal layer is then used for classification. In our work, we have
primarily used match-LSTM (Wang and Jiang 2015) as our
text based model. We opted for match-LSTM for two main
reasons: (1) match-LSTM as an entailment model has been
proved useful for multiple NLP tasks (Wang and Jiang 2015;
Wang et al. 2017) and (2) our implementation of match-
LSTM performed significantly better than the baselines (de-
tails in Section 4).
Given a premise P (with K words) and a hypothesis H
(with J words), the model computes the matching results be-
tween them as follows:
• Context Encoding: A contextual representation of the
premise and hypothesis is generated by first transforming
premise P and hypothesis H into their embedding vectors
tpi and t
h
j , where t
p
i and t
h
j are embedding vectors of i-th
word in premise and j-th word in hypothesis. These em-
bedding vectors are further encoded using BiLSTMs to
generate the context encodings of premise and hypothe-
sis. Let pi and h j be the contextual representation of the
i-th word of premise and the j-th word of hypothesis.
• Word-by-Word Attention: This layer computes the
inter-attention between the contextual embeddings of the
premise and hypothesis. The entries of the (unnormalized)
attention matrix E ∈ RK×J are defined as:
Ei j = pi ·h j (1)
we can then compute the soft alignment α j for the hy-
pothesis as follows:
α j =
K
∑
i=1
exp(Ei j)
∑Kk=1 exp(Ek j)
pi (2)
• Matcher: We compare the soft aligned premise and hy-
pothesis at each word position as a feature vector:
h˜ j = [h j;α j;h j−α j;h jα j] ,
where  denotes the element-wise multiplication, and [; ]
denotes vector concatenation. The feature vectors for all
the hypothesis positions are fed into a BiLSTM to get the
matching states {hmj } j=1:J = BiLSTM({h˜ j} j=1:J).
• Pooling: To get a fixed-sized vector representation for the
matching result, we apply max-pooling:
xtextout = max([h
m
1 ,h
m
2 , . . . ,h
m
J ]) (3)
xtextout is then used for classification.
3.2 Graph Based Model
The input to the graph based model is a premise graph and
a hypothesis graph respectively. As shown in Figure 2, the
first step is to transform the given premise and hypothesis
text into a relevant subgraph mapped to an external knowl-
edge. Given premise text P and hypothesis text H, the trans-
formation generates Pg = (Vp,Ep) and Hg = (Vh,Eh) where
Vp = (v
p
1 , ...,v
p
K) and Vh = (v
h
1, ...,v
h
J) are a subset of con-
cepts in the knowledge graph. Ep and Eh are labeled edges
connecting concepts in Pg and Hg respectively. Hg and Pg are
the input for our graph-based entailment model.
Figure 2: The overall architecture of the ConSeqNet system, illustrated via an example.
Premise and Hypothesis Graphs Premise and hypothesis
graphs are generated by mapping text phrases to concepts
in the external knowledge graph. For instance, as shown
in Figure 1, given hypothesis “The farmers are ploughing
the fields”, we map “farmers”, “ploughing, and “fields” in
the sentence to their corresponding concepts in the exter-
nal knowledge. We use the following techniques to generate
three different types of subgraphs for each premise and each
hypothesis separately:
• Concepts Only3: For each premise and hypothesis, we use
lexical mappings within each knowledge source to map
individual words and phrases to concepts. Those concepts
make up the vertices of the Concepts Only subgraph. All
edges connecting those vertices are also included in the
subgraph.
• One-Hop: The concepts in the Concepts Only graph for
premise and hypothesis are expanded to include all their
one hop neighbors in the external knowledge source.
• Two-Hop: Two-Hop graphs were generated by adding two
hop neighbors to the Concepts Only graph, but only if they
constitute paths between vertices that were already in the
Concepts Only graph. This can be thought of as a graph
that increases interconnectedness by introducing minimal
new concepts, hence reducing noise. We took this ap-
proach because we observed that One-Hop graphs turned
to be noisy (on average, the One-Hop graphs generated
using ConceptNet increased the number of concepts ex-
tracted from premise text from 9 to 326).
We use the graphs constructed (under the three conditions
above) for premise and hypothesis as the input to our neural
3Concepts in the Concepts Only graph are used to form the base
set for One-Hop and Two-Hop graph generation techniques.
network model for entailment. In this work, we explore two
different neural network models: (1) Gmatch-LSTM; and (2)
Graph concepts attention model (GconAttn).
Gmatch-LSTM for Concepts Only Graphs Our first de-
sign choice was to use match-LSTM with the Concepts Only
graphs Pg and Hg. The key idea is to treat each node (con-
cept) in the vertex set of a given graph (Vp or Vh) as a single
token, and re-arrange them into a sequence of concepts. This
sequence is ordered by the length of the concept and its posi-
tions in the original texts. Thus, match-LSTM can be applied
to match the sequence of premise concepts and the sequence
of hypothesis concepts.
In contrast with the text based model, where each word is
first represented as its word embedding vector, in the graph
based match-LSTM each concept is initialized using the cor-
responding Concept Embedding. The concept embeddings
are trained by knowledge graph embedding techniques such
as TransH (Wang et al. 2014), and CompleX (Trouillon et
al. 2016) using the corresponding knowledge graph.
GconAttn Model for General Graphs The use of match-
LSTM is justified when the input is the Concepts Only
graph, since the concept can be aligned in the order of
their appearance in premise and hypothesis to form text se-
quences. However, it is non-trivial to order the concepts in
the graphs generated by the One-Hop and Two-Hop strate-
gies; this makes the use of match-LSTM unintuitive. We
therefore develop a new model GconAttn (Graph Concepts
Attention Model) to overcome this limitation.
The embeddings of premise and hypothesis concepts from
the graph are the input to the neural network. An attention
weighted representation of both premise and hypothesis is
determined, and is transformed to a final fixed size represen-
tation using pooling. This representation of premise and hy-
pothesis (concatenated) is used for classification. Below, we
distinguish the graph based model from the match-LSTM
(text based) model described previously:
• Context Encoding: Since the concept graphs may not
have sequential structures, the GconAttn model directly
starts with the concept embeddings.
• Word-by-Word Attention: This layer computes the
inter-attention between the embeddings of the concepts in
premise and hypothesis to find the best aligned concepts
between the respective graphs. The major difference from
match-LSTM is that GconAttn performs two-way atten-
tion (Seo et al. 2016). The model computes the soft align-
ment for premise and hypothesis respectively as follows:
βi =
J
∑
j=1
exp(Ei j)
∑Jk=1 exp(Eik)
h j, α j =
K
∑
i=1
exp(Ei j)
∑Kk=1 exp(Ek j)
pi
• Matcher: Due to the lack of sequential structure, the
matching nodes of each hypothesis concept j or premise
concept i are computed with a projection feed-forward
network:
pmi = F ([pi;βi;pi−βi;piβi])
hmj = F ([h j;α j;h j−α j;h jα j])
where F(·) denotes a feed-forward network;  denotes
the element-wise multiplication; and [; ] denotes vector
concatenation.
• Pooling: Finally, we apply max-pooling and mean-
pooling across all matching nodes in the premise and hy-
pothesis. The output of pooling is concatenated, and is
presented as the output of the graph model, which can
then be used to make the final prediction. s ∈ {h,p}.
s′max = max([s
m
1 ,s
m
2 , . . . ,s
m
N ]) (4)
s′avg = avg([s
m
1 ,s
m
2 , . . . ,s
m
N ])
xgraphout =
[
p′max;p
′
avg;h
′
max;h
′
avg
]
3.3 Merging Text and Graph Models
The final results of matching the text model xtextout and the
graph model xgraphout are concatenated, and passed on to a feed
forward network that classifies between entailment and neu-
tral, which are the two classes in the SciTail dataset:
pred= F
([
xtextout ;x
graph
out
])
(5)
It is important to note that the final hidden state of the graph
model can be directly fed into a classifier. This can be con-
sidered an entailment model that uses only information from
external knowledge.
4 Experiments and Results
In this section, we detail the experiments that we perform
to evaluate our ConSeqNet system. We first describe each
dataset, followed by the training setup of our best model
and implementation details. We then compare that model’s
performance to numbers from recent entailment models and
baselines. In the latter parts of this section, we discuss the se-
lection of knowledge graphs and the performance of graph
construction techniques – specifically, the Concepts Only,
One-Hop, and Two-Hop methods (c.f. Section 3).
4.1 Datasets
We use the SciTail dataset (Khot, Sabharwal, and Clark
2018), which is a textual entailment dataset derived from
publicly released science domain multiple choice ques-
tion answering datasets (Welbl, Liu, and Gardner 2017;
Clark et al. 2016). The dataset contains 27,026 sentence
pairs (premise and hypothesis), with binary labels denoting
whether the relationship between each pair is entails or
neutral. The hypothesis is created using the question and
correct answer from the options; the premise is retrieved
from the ARC corpus (data.allenai.org/arc/arc-corpus. The
performance of the entailment models on this dataset is
shown in Table 1; the evaluation metric is accuracy.
Model Dev Test
Decomp-Attn (Parikh et al. 2016) 75.4 72.3
DGEM* (Khot, Sabharwal, and Clark 2018) 79.6 77.3
DeIsTe (Yin, Roth, and Schu¨tze 2018) 82.4 82.1
BiLSTM-Maxout (Mihaylov et al. 2018) - 84.0
match-LSTM (Wang and Jiang 2015) 88.2 84.1
Our implementation
match-LSTM (GRU) 88.5 84.2
match-LSTM+WordNet* (Chen et al. 2018) 88.8 84.3
match-LSTM+Gmatch-LSTM* (ConSeqNet) 89.6 85.2
Table 1: Performance of entailment models on SciTail in com-
parison to our best model that uses match-LSTM as the text and
the graph model with Concepts Only graph and CN-PPMI embed-
dings. * indicates the use of external knowledge in the approach.
4.2 Training Setup
All words in the text model are initialized by 300D Glove
vectors (Glove 840B 300D) (nlp.stanford.edu/projects/
glove), and the concepts that act as the input for the graph
model are initialized by 300D ConceptNet PPMI vectors (?);
these are openly available for ConceptNet. We use the
pre-trained embeddings without any fine tuning. We have
adapted match-LSTM with GRUs as our text and graph
based model. The system is trained by Adagraph with a
learning rate of 0.001, and batch size of 40. Both the text and
graph based models are trained jointly. For the graph model,
we use concepts from the Concepts Only graph, which is
generated using the approach detailed in Section 3.2.
4.3 Implementation
We used the AllenNLP (allennlp.org) library to implement
all the models used in the experiments. While the previ-
ous section (Training Setup) specifically focused on our best
performing model, here we provide implementation details
for all the experiments that were performed. We used a
plug-and-play approach where we varied: (a) text models
(match-LSTM, DeCompAttn); (b) graph models (Gmatch-
LSTM, GconAttn); (c) external knowledge sources (DBpe-
dia, WordNet, and ConceptNet); (d) graph construction tech-
niques (Concepts Only, One Hop, and Two Hop); and (e)
graph embeddings (CN-PPMI, TransH).
In order to map text to concepts, we used DBpedia Spot-
light (Mendes et al. 2011) for DBpedia, and Spacy (spacy.io)
to implement a max-substring match for WordNet and Con-
ceptNet. While ConceptNet had openly available embed-
dings (CC-PPMI), we used TransH embeddings (Wang et
al. 2014) generated using OpenKE (openke.thunlp.org) with
default configurations for the other knowledge sources.
4.4 Baselines and Comparison
We compare our work to the following baselines: (1)
Decomposable Attention Model (Decomp-Att) (Parikh et
al. 2016); (2) Decomposed Graph Entailment Model
(DGEM) (Khot, Sabharwal, and Clark 2018), which is the
first of the entailment models to use graph structure from
OpenIE as external knowledge and show improvements on
SciTail; (3) Deep explorations of Inter-sentence interactions
for Textual entailment (DeIsTe) (Yin, Roth, and Schu¨tze
2018); (4) BiLSTM-Maxout (Mihaylov et al. 2018), the lat-
est entailment model that has shown promise on the Sc-
iTail dataset4; (4) match-LSTM (Wang and Jiang 2015),
which has shown good performance on the SNLI dataset;
(5) match-LSTM with GRU, which replaces LSTMs with
GRUs for its encoding, since GRUs give better empirical
results (this is also the match-LSTM model used in our
ConSeqNet model); and (5) match-LSTM – WordNet fea-
tures Chen et al. (2018), which uses five features based on
synonyms, antonyms, hypernyms, and co-hypernyms from
WordNet (external knowledge) in its co-attention mecha-
nism to improve performance on SNLI. We reimplement
these five features and add them to baseline (5).
Table 1 shows the performance of our ConSeqNet
model in comparison to other entailment models. Two of
the five models in Table 1 use some kind of external knowl-
edge (indicated by *). Almost all the match-LSTM varia-
tions exhibit accuracy greater than 84%, which is better than
the recent entailment models on which the SciTail dataset
has been tested. Similar to the results shown in (Yin et al.
2017), using GRUs with match-LSTM slightly improved the
accuracy (particularly on the dev set). The accuracy of our
jointly trained model ConSeqNet is 89.6% on the dev set
and 85.2% on the test set. Later in this paper, we expound
further on our model – this includes choices such as the use
of different knowledge sources, graph models, and the graph
construction technique.
4.5 Selecting External Knowledge Source
In this work, we focus on openly available knowledge
graphs. Based on the knowledge graphs’ availability for use
and their distinct properties, we chose DBpedia, Concept-
Net, and WordNet. In Table 2, we provide details on each of
4The details of the BiLSTM-Maxout (Mihaylov et al. 2018)
model are not available. We have reported the numbers provided
in a pre-print of a publication that is to appear.
DBpedia WordNet ConceptNet
Entities/Concepts 5M 155K 1.1M
Relationships 1100 16 40
Facts 33M 117K 3.15M
Table 2: Comparison between different knowledge sources based
on the number of entities, relationships, and facts.
these knowledge graphs. DBpedia is the largest with more
than 5 million entities and 33 million facts. ConceptNet sub-
sumes WordNet conceptually, and both contain general type
information; however, the reliability of WordNet’s linguistic
features is higher than ConceptNet’s.
For the NLI problem, WordNet has only been partially ex-
plored. WordNet is a lexical database with a restricted set of
relationships between terms. Chen et al. (2018) use Word-
Net by creating five new knowledge-based features that are
added (for co-attention) to their model. The five features are
derived from synonym/antonym and hypernym/hyponym re-
lationships in WordNet between terms in the premise and
hypothesis. In Table 1, we show that using the expanded set
of features from WordNet – used in the attention mechanism
of match-LSTM – has an accuracy of 84.3% on the SciTail
datset. While WordNet is useful, it is restrictive in terms of
its applicability, particularly because of its coverage and the
types of relationships available. DBpedia and ConceptNet
are larger knowledge sources, as shown in Table 2.
In terms of the number of concepts mapped from text to
external knowledge, ConceptNet has more concepts (9) on
average in comparison to DBpedia (6). While it is important
that the graphs are not noisy, it is also important to have
enough information to exploit. In which case, ConceptNet is
slightly better with few more concepts per sentence.
The types of relationships between concepts in DBpedia
are factual and derived from Wikipedia. Based on qualitative
analysis of these relationships, we found that they may not
be suitable for NLI datasets, and specifically SciTail. On the
other hand, we found that, ConceptNet with its 40 relation-
ships expressing common sense knowledge may be more
suitable. In order to quantitatively select the right knowledge
source, we determined the impact of the each knowledge
graph on SciTail. We created the Concepts Only graph from
each of the available external knowledge sources, and eval-
uated them using our match-LSTM+GconAttn model on the
dev set of SciTail. The results of this experiment are shown
in Table 3; based on these results, we decided to use Con-
ceptNet for all our graph-based experiments (detailed next).
Knowledge Sources Accuracy
WordNet 87.6
DBpedia 87.3
ConceptNet 88.6
Table 3: Results using match-LSTM+GconAttn with different
knowledge sources on SciTail dev set.
4.6 Graph Generation Experiments
In order to select the graph generation mechanism (c.f. Sec-
tion 3.2) that has the highest impact on the NLI problem, we
ran experiments with match-LSTM as our text model and
GconAttn as our graph model. GconAttn was chosen be-
cause the concepts retrieved from One-Hop and Two-Hop do
not have any specific sequence or ordering. Table 4 presents
the results of these experiments with the same hyperparam-
eters for all three graph generation experimental conditions.
All the graph+text models perform equally well. How-
ever, when only the graph model is considered, the One-Hop
graph exhibits lower accuracy in comparison to the Con-
cepts Only and Two-Hop graphs. This may be due to the
noise induced from external knowledge and the addition of a
large number of concepts in the One-Hop case. On average,
premise and hypothesis sentences consist of 19 and 12 words
respectively, but their respective One-Hop graphs have over
300 concepts. On the other hand, the Concepts Only graphs
average 9 and 6 concepts with better performance than the
One-Hop graphs (72.3% vs 68.2%). Based on these results,
and the simplicity of the graph construction technique, we
pursued further experiments with the Concepts Only graphs.
The accuracy of the graph only models are relatively low,
whereas the graph+text and text only models are compara-
ble. This might lead to the conclusion that the graph+text
model is only driven by the text. However, an Oracle model
condition, where we choose the correct answer between the
text and graph models, indicates that the graph model con-
tributes to improved accuracy on the dev set (88.5% for text
only from Table 1 versus at least 91.6% for Oracle). With
One-Hop, the graph model correctly predicts almost 40%
of the answers that are incorrectly predicted by the text-only
model. We thus conclude that there is value to using external
knowledge for NLI on SciTail. This is contrary to Mihaylov
et al. (2018)’s conclusion that external knowledge from Con-
ceptNet is not useful in this domain.
Graph Graph Graph + Text Oracle Avg Concepts Avg Concepts
Generation Model Model Text ∨ Premise Hypothesis
Accuracy Accuracy Graph (19 words) (12 words)
Concepts 72.3 87.2 92.5 9 6
One Hop 68.2 87.3 93.1 369 312
Two Hop 71.7 87.3 91.6 23 15
Table 4: Performance of graph generation techniques on the match-
LSTM+GconAttn model on the SciTail dev set.
4.7 Selecting Text+Graph Model
We experimented with many text models and selected
match-LSTM due to its superior performance on SciTail.
In order to determine the best combination of the graph
models (Gmatch-LSTM and GconAttn) with match-LSTM
as the text model, we ran multiple experiments on the
SciTail dev set. The results are shown in Table 5. Both
GconAttn and Gmatch-LSTM are competitive in their per-
formance. We also experimented with different knowledge
graph embeddings to determine their impact on these mod-
els. ConceptNet-CN-PPMI clearly shows an improvement
(89.6) in comparison to other models on the dev set. This
model is used as our final model to be evaluated and com-
pared against the baselines, leading to new state of the art
performance numbers as shown in Table 1.
Text Model Graph Model Embedding Dev
match-LSTM Gmatch-LSTM ConceptNet-CN-PPMI 89.6
match-LSTM Gmatch-LSTM ConceptNet-TransH 87.3
match-LSTM Gmatch-LSTM ConceptNet-CompleX 88.3
match-LSTM GconAttn ConceptNet-CN-PPMI 88.6
match-LSTM GconAttn ConceptNet-TransH 87.6
match-LSTM GconAttn ConceptNet-CompleX 88.4
Table 5: Results of combinations of text and graph models along
with various ways of computing embeddings on Scitail dev set.
5 Conclusion & Future Work
In this paper, we presented the ConSeqNet system: an
entailment model for solving the Natural Language Infer-
ence (NLI) problem that utilizes ConceptNet as an exter-
nal knowledge source. Our model provides performance that
is close to state-of-the-art, with an accuracy of 85.2% on
the SciTail dataset. We analyze various external knowledge
sources and their effect on NLI, and show – in direct contrast
to other recent studies – that there is promise in using knowl-
edge graphs such as ConceptNet for textual entailment.
Our future work includes designing a framework to ex-
ploit multiple relevant knowledge sources based on the given
dataset and context. Existing external knowledge sources
are known to be extremely noisy, and new techniques must
be developed in order to extract knowledge relevant to a
specific task (such as NLI). Another interesting direction
involves exploring new ways to represent the structure of
premise and hypothesis subgraphs, and systematically using
the relations between the concepts contained therein to im-
prove performance on the NLI task.
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